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TARGET AUDIENCE: Seasoned XOOPS Users
COMPATIBILITY: XOOPS 2.0.x (*Not Tested With 2.0.14)
COMPLIANCE XHTML 1.0/1.1 Transitional and CSS 2.0/3.0 (*Using Default XOOPS System
Templates)

DESCRIPTION: The xNLine theme is an excercise is Blog styling that is dynamic an flexible.
This design takes the concept of single/two column designs and adds a few custom touches
such as a customizable CSS dropdown menu (courtesy of Dynamic Drive), dynamic block title
display (titles are no longer required), RSS auto discovery, page load / DB query statistics, and
customizable advertiser zones.

The overall design goal for this theme was to produce a reasonably accessible design that is
search engine friendly, easy to navigate, highly customizable, and reader friendly. This design is
especially well suited to sites that display a large amount of content where a traditional 2/3/4
column layouts would be too cramped.

NOTICE: This theme is targeted to Experienced XOOPS Users! If you are not comfortable
editing themes and templates Do Not Download And Install This Theme!.

TERMS: This theme is distributed under the terms and conditions of the GNU GPL (version 2).
You are free to use this theme in any fashion you wish, however, all source code credits must
remain intact, and as a courtesy to me, I respectfully request that you retain the link to
MyWebResource in the footer of this theme.

This theme comes with absolutely no warrantee or guarantee of support. By downloading this
theme, you agree that you are accepting this theme in an as-is state.

Please see the README.txt file accompanying this theme for complete details of the licensing
of this design and any other terms and conditions.

Best Regards,

James Morris
MyWebResource

DOWNLOAD: xNLine Theme

http://mywebresource.com
http://mywebresource.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=2&lid=104
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